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ABSTRACT
1. ABSTRACT
Augmented Reality – the technology of overlaying virtual elements onto
the real world, is booming, creating numerous opportunities across the
board. With the boom comes the need for special advertising solutions
within AR platforms.
Baxo is a technology company that pioneered a location-based AR advertising platform
using Blockchain technology. In AR, physical environments are augmented with superimposed
digital elements over a user’s view of the real-world, thus enhancing one’s perception of
reality. Pokémon GO was just the beginning. AR is moving to the mainstream.
AR ads provide new and immersive ad experience – they blend in with the surrounding
– no more advertisement blindness. The Baxo platform provides AR app developers with an
efficient and intuitive SDK that enables monetizing via AR marketing.
With the use of Blockchain technology Baxo can overcome key issues in today’s digital
marketing industry – transparency and ad fraud, privacy concerns, end-user flexibility and
more.
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SUMMARY
2. SUMMARY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Started in early 2016, Baxo is self-funded and has been operating since in stealth mode
Completed AR ad types POC and SDK technology (Sep ‘17)
The SDK can display up to 25 different ads from various advertisers at the same time
Completed a working POC with the use of Blockchain technology (Oct’17)
The transactions are secured by Smart Contracts
The technology uses real-time calculations and algorithms using 3D image manipulations
Our technology platform includes an SDK for AR app developers, and user portals for
advertisers and AR publishers

•
•
•
•

The SDK supports smartphones (iOS and Android) and selected AR glasses
Baxo’s goal is to create the best and largest AR ad exchange community
Signed deal with TravelX – an AR tour guide solution
Our initial go-to market target is to onboard 150+ AR apps within 18 months and partner with
global brand names and marketing agencies.

3-YEAR GOAL

1

750 AR apps
integrated with Baxo
+100 Million viewers

2

SDK
supports all
AR glasses and
Smartphones
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Reach
+5 Million AR ads / day
$750K / day in AR advertising

Advertisers

Baxo Ad Exchange

AR Publishers

Advertisers launch AR ad
campaigns

Baxo’s Location-based AR Ad Exchange
places bids in real-time for AR
advertising real-estate

AR App Developers implement
the Baxo SDK and AR ads are
displayed in real-time
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VISION
3. VISION
Advertising in AR is very different than regular ads. While we are used
to see ads in the form of banners, popping windows or on the side of
sites, AR ads can be displayed in the real world on anything, in any
place, and blend in with the actual surrounding. Imagine a building
window that shows a video, or a street sign converted by a cola ad.
Baxo is positioned to introduce the best way to move the ad industry to the new world of AR
and immersive content. We will provide tools that enable seamless interconnectivity between
decentralized applications and traditional advertising to make this transition both attractive
and smooth for publishers and advertisers.
Baxo is a decentralized Ad Exchange for AR platforms built on Ethereum Blockchain and
Smart Contracts. Blockchain technology is rapidly changing the way applications are built and
function on the Internet. Its key advantages - decentralization and security - offer tremendous
potential for reordering the Internet landscape.
The Baxo vision is to provide a transparent, focused solution for advertisers to collaborate
with ad publishers and reach the best potential clients in the rapidly growing AR space.
Baxo aims to upset the traditional, chaotic models and inefficiency of digital advertising by
building a completely new advertising technology stack in the emerging world of AR platforms
and applications. Advertising, the blood and fuel of the Internet economy, is on the verge of a
Blockchain revolution. Baxo will be the future monetization vehicle of advertising in AR, and
create a decentralized, transparent, consistent, and lucrative domain for all participants in
the AR advertising value chain. Baxo’s ideal is to provide surgical precision for ad targeting
and ensure a high return on ad spending (ROAS).
Baxo will be an all-new global ecosystem with transparency in the form of a global decentralized
autonomous organization (DAO) and developed by the Baxo Foundation. In this spirit, Blockchain
components and libraries will be open-source. Baxo tokens (PPR2) will become the basic tokens
for decentralized Internet advertising. All payments, exchanges, incentives and fees on the Baxo
decentralized market for digital advertising will require PPR. By providing a full ecosystem of
AR-enabled content and an unparalleled decentralized, governed ad-exchange, we can set the
standard for the delivery of a truly user-friendly, open and transparent AR ad experience.
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TEAM
4. TEAM
Baxo is being developed by a team of highly experienced business
and Blockchain professionals. The team ranges from serial
entrepreneurs to cryptocurrencies and Blockchain experts and
developers, Ad Tech specialists and leading marketers.

GABI BEN AMI
CEO

Gabi is a serial entrepreneur with over 30 years of professional experience
in the technology industry and management of startups, including at
IBM Headquarters (MD, USA) and Inter-American Development Bank (IDB,
Washington DC, USA). The founder and CEO at Dropico (with over 20M
users globally)

DANIEL JAFFE
CTO

Daniel is a blockchain advocate with vast experience and expert in
writing complex Smart contract. Former officer at IDF intelligence
branch, with over 15 years of Randamp;D experience. A Techpreneur
by heart, led various startups from the idea stage to successful MVPs.
Daniel bring deep knowledge of distributed software architecture, combined
with a solid experience in the email market.

GUY DVIR
CMO

Guy has 5 years experience with blockchain technology with beck-round of
writing Smart contrasts. UXer by day and Developer by night, Guy is a design
and development expert, with experience in user-centric design, product
development and blockchain technology. Bringing creative knowledge and
design practices that are inherently bound to a technical understanding of
development and technology.
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ANTHONY ABUNASSAR

Advisor Blockchain Expert Malta
Ex Goldman ICO advisor based in Malta. Investor and crypto currency
expert and enthusiast. Offering protection against future regulation
in the World #1 location for any ICO wishing to secure their long term
success with regulatory protection.

PROFESOR JUNGKI CLAUDIO OH
VP Asia

Studied computer science at university of North Carolina and university
of Pennsylvania, and Sogang university. Experienced as a university
professor and serial entrepreneur in fields of blockchain, mobile, fintech,
and strategy consulting in Korea, Singapore, and China. Working on a few
global blockchain projects as an significant advisor.

YUNSOO (ANDRE) KIM
Strategy Advisor

He is the founder of first generation of Crypto Currency miner, when mining
is not well known in South Korea. After that he founded BLOCKCHAIN i (which
is accelerating Crypto Fund & ICO projects) He is currently accelerating
INSUREUM (by Zikto voted as Top 20 Start-up company from Forbes Magazine
and Temco ( First Korean Supply Chain Blockchain Project ). His goal in
2018 is dedicating himself to be a bridge in between Korean Blockchain
technology to international and international Blockchain technology to
South Korea.

HOSAM MAZAWI

Marketing & Business Consultant
Hosam is a highly experienced professional in global and regional
market development within fintech and IT industries. Hosam is a veteran
cryptocurrency and Blockchain expert, specializing in marketing strategies
and fund raising for ICO’s.
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AMIR BIRAN

Business Development Singapore
I am a consultant, entrepreneur and a performance-driven marketer,
capable of designing a strategic plan and implementing it from A to Z.
I have been living in Singapore for the past 4 years, during which I have
worked in several Singaporean SME start-ups in key roles, mainly in the
online travel industry.
As I had the experience of building my own successful business,
I understand the need to remain hungry in business and can clearly
demonstrate entrepreneurial thinking that drives individual and team
success.

ANDREY NAYMAN
Strategy Advisor

Andrey is a Blockchain investor and evangelist with vast experience in M&A
and company leadership. Andrey is Co-founder & MD at Radical Ventures.
He has 15+ years in financial technology, entrepreneurship and business
development. Andrey was previously Chairman & CEO at Vidmind, Head of
Financial Products at Playtech and Economic Researcher at Final..

JACK HUA
Advisor

Jack is a serial entrepreneur & built multiple startups in which one
of it achieved half a million in revenue in its 1st year. Currently, he is
running his 4th Startup, AlphaXLab and serves as CEO of AlphaXLab.
He has been working on multiple ICO Projects such as Sozo, Axcite,
Adrenaline Chain, FreshBids, AladdinCoin & OKMcoin and works with
SMEs & Startup from Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, Indonesia & Brazil.
He also serves as CTO in KBC and advocating Blockchain Technology to
Enterprises.
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OREN TODOROS

CMO & Visual Content Strategist
Oren is the CEO of BIGINTRO, a visual content creation agency and has a
background of over 15 years in online, social and mobile marketing. Oren is a
strategic mobile advertising guru with international experience working and
consulting for some of the major gaming companies worldwide.

ANAS EGBARYA
Community Manager

Anas is a languages expert with a BA in English and Arabic from Tel Aviv
University. He has an extensive background in photography, image editing,
and design. Anas's multi-cultural experience and Blockchain insights bring a
unique value to the Baxo Community Management team.

OFER RUBINSTEIN
3D Development Lead

Ofer has over 15 years’ experience with coding in native 3D and
real-time Photo Manipulation. Ofer has a phenomenal experience
with algorithms & Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) development,
predominantly in Computer Vision. Ofer has a BSc in Computer Science
& Mathematics from the Technion.

NADAV NUNI

Mobile Development Lead
Nadav is a mobile development expert with over 8+ years of experience
in product lifecycle management. Nadav is an expert in leading complex
mobile projects from initial conception to realization, delivering
engaging omni-channel mobile customer experiences and high-value
mobile products.
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JACEK KRUK
UX & Creative

An expert in a widely understood User Experience. Over the past
15 years, have been responsible for creating visual identity and
communication designing, User Interfaces and mobile apps for
hundreds of clients. According to the “User centered design”, he is
currently developing as an UX Researcher and Usability expert.

KYLE HEADLEY

Blockchain Expert United Kingdom
Kyle is an experienced leader with a demonstrated history of success
in the technology industry. Kyle brings strong expertise in the areas
of customer service leadership, continuous improvement, technology
transformation, and operational strategies. Spending over a decade
working with some of the world’s largest brands, leading business
enhancing evolution before founding his own consultancy working
across many industries including Cryptocurrency.
Kyle has taken part in over a dozen Cryptocurrency projects as Team
Member, Founder and Advisor. He will be support Baxo.io in their
operational strategy using his industry experience to augment their
already highly skilled team.

ROBERT RUSZAŁA

Backend Lead Developer
Robert is an experienced programmer / team leader with 14 years
of experience. Last few years he was Head Of IT at G2A.COM, one
of the world’s largest digital marketplaces. His passion, motivation,
commitment is an inspiration for others.
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OBJECTIVES
5. OBJECTIVES
Building the world’s most efficient AR Digital
Advertising Network

Blockchain technology, decentralization and scalability
solutions will enable Baxo to:
• To become the industry standard for AR digital advertising.
The Baxo solution is designed to offer fair remuneration and
other benefits to all participants in transparent exchange for
their AR product offerings.
• Create an economy that incentivizes the AR developer
community.
• Facilitate audience targeting while maintaining sensitive user
data private.
• Incentivize Baxo’s adoption and simplify its integration.
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AR IS MAINSTREAM
6. AR IS MAINSTREAM

Baxo’s pioneer solution addresses the vastly growing AR advertising market

Apple’s Tim Cook Says AR Will “Change
Everything”
“Augmented reality — that technology that overlays virtual images and information onto the
real world, like a magical television chyron — long has seemed the stuff of science fiction. But
since incorporating AR into Apple’s iOS 11 mobile operating system in September, developers
have released more than 1,000 apps that harness the technology.
It’s the same sort of brisk adoption Apple previously saw in 2008, with the introduction of
the App Store. “Simply put, we believe augmented reality is going to change the way we use
technology forever,” Cook said during today’s fourth-quarter earnings call with analysts. “We’re
already seeing things that will transform the way you work, play, connect and learn.”
Cook offered examples of how AR is being used to elevate prosaic experiences, like the ability
to place a virtual version of a couch in the living room before making a furniture purchase, or
attending a live sporting event and seeing stats displayed on the field.”
“AR is going to change everything,” Cook said.”

Apple’s Tim Cook Says
„AR Will Change
Everything”
Deadline

Deadline.com
12

Facebook pushes AR at F8
conference, Zuckerberg says it
could change how we use phones
“The social media company says augmented reality (AR) — a
mix of the real and digital worlds — will be a big focus for them
moving forward”.
“Speaking at F8, Facebook’s annual conference for software
developers, chief executive Mark Zuckerberg talked about the
AR tools he envisions on the social platform”.
ABCNews
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AR Becomes a Realistic Revenue
Generator
“When gaming app Pokémon GO took over, AR was really thrust
into the mainstream. After becoming the most successful U.S.
mobile game ever, the app’s popularity inevitably declined. However,
according to Newzoo, the game is still making $2M per day, and is
the fastest game ever to reach $600M in revenue, which it did in
just three months. The app’s success not only shows the potential
for AR, but demonstrates strong consumer adoption rates for the
new technology.”
Forbes

AR: Marketing’s Trillion-Dollar
Opportunity
“…With thousands of brands wanting to overlay our vision with
augmented graphics, consumersare going to have to decide
which brands they trust with altering their reality. Controlling and
coordinating these overlays will be the new advertising delivery
platforms of the 21st century. With trillions of dollars of revenue
at stake, it should come as no surprise that most of the major
tech companies are investing heavily in the space.”
“According to a Deloitte survey, 88% of mid-market companies
are already using some form of virtual or augmented reality
as part of their business. Marketers have the responsibility to
helptheir brands to play a more valuable role in our daily lives by
helping people access theinformation and products they need
when and where it’s needed.”
“According to Citi GPS, digital reality is quickly growing into a new
trillion-dollar market with annual revenues of $692B expected
by 2025.”
AdAge
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Intel “eliminates” wearables
division to focus on AR
“The chip maker’s New Technologies Group, which looks into emerging
markets, has moved its attention to augmented reality. Even though
AR headsets are still niche, Intel expects a surge in interest and
available over the next 10 years.”

ReadWrite

Microsoft is going all-in on VR & AR
“At an event in San Francisco, Microsoft showed off a series of new
AR and VR headsets that will be available later this month [Oct ‘17].”
“Microsoft has also acquired the social virtual reality platform
AltspaceVR”

MIT Technology Review

Apple R&D spends almost
$3 billion on self-driving and AR
“Apple increased its R&D investment to $2.94 billion in the third
quarter of 2017”.
“It is a large advancement on the past years, and shows Apple
has a few things big planned in the coming years. The most
talked about, at least by Apple executives, is augmented reality.
At WWDC 2017, it announced ARkit, a new SDK for developers to
build mixed reality apps."
"A patent for mixed reality glasses, able to pull real-time data on
points of interest, show the potential next step for Apple. CEO Tim
Cook said AR could be as big as the smartphone."
“The company is moving into AR at a critical time, with Google
relaunching Glass as a tool for workers and companies like HP,
Microsoft, and Intel all launching hardware and software dedicated
to mixed reality."

ReadWrite
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Facebook’s Oculus patents
lightweight smart glasses
“Facebook-owned Oculus has patented a lightweight smart
glasses concept that would be able to “augment views of a
physical, real-world environment with computer-generated
elements."

ReadWrite

After 6 years and $1.9 billion,
secretive startup Magic Leap
unveils its smart glasses
Businessinsider

Google and Apple Take Augmented
Reality Mainstream
Augmented Reality (AR) is now a reality, thanks to two of the
biggest tech companies in the world. Google is going allin with
ARCore."
"In June, Apple unveiled ARKit, a developer platform that allows
everyone from game makers to tech innovators to blend the real
world. This immediately opens the technology up to hundreds
of millions of devices. Apple doubled down on AR with the
introduction of its Apple iPhone 8 and iPhone X, which add
advanced cameras and 4K visuals to the mix."
"According to Greenlight Insights, the augmented reality industry
will grow from $3.6 billion in 2019 to $36 billion by 2023. In that
same time, AR headmounted displays (HMDs) will grow from 1.9
million to 30 million units shipped."
Consumer Technology Association
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USE CASE – TRAVEL
7. USE CASE – TRAVELX

TravelX introduces the world’s first personalized tour
guide in Augmented Reality. Finding your way around
a new city can be challenging.

• What’s really cool to see in Sydney?
• What’s the best show right now on Broadway?
• Where do local Parisians dine?

TravelX makes travelers’ trip experience seamless and interactive using
an AR guide, backed by deep-learning and AI chatbot.
Engaging the guide is intuitive; as natural as traveling with a friend. TravelX has already
mapped and loaded over 1.6 million points of interest with relevant information worldwide.
Baxo has partnered with TravelX to enable advertisers to smoothly replace street signs and
structures with targeted ads and videos.
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GO-TO-MARKET STR
8. GO-TO-MARKET STRATEGY

The Baxo Sales & Marketing teams have extensive experience
and relationships in the Ad Tech and marketing industry.
We will use our experience to partner with major advertisers and
marketers from all around the world.
The teams’ main goal is to onboard AR app developers as well as partner with key advertisers.
Their responsibilities include all marketing aspects, PR, and relevant conferences and roadshows
for both the AR developers’ community and the marketing industry.

Our market penetration plan includes a “bootstrap” methodology, defined by identifying
interesting and worthy AR app developers, vetting them, and offering the ones selected an
advanced payment in exchange for their advertising space for a given period.
At the end of that period, or when the advance has been used up by ad exposure, standard
contracts will be negotiated (with options to extend the period for another advance). This
approach will allow us to onboard strategic AR developers quickly and secure a current-market
price for AR real-estate for the entire period.
Successfully implementing this methodology will also enhance organic growth as developers will
learn that they can monetize instantly and integrate with some of the world’s famous brands.

The AR advertising market is projected to surpass
$25B within 3 years. Our goal is to reach a minimum of 7%
market share within 3 years.
Among our target advertisers are some of the well-known brands (Coca-Cola, Nike, McDonalds,
Lancôme, Sony, Chevrolet, American Airlines, etc.) and marketing firms (WPP, Omnicom Group,
Publicis Groupe, Interpublic Group, Dentsu, etc.)
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VALUE PROPOSITIO
9. VALUE PROPOSITION

Baxo’s solution delivers an immersive advertising experience and a transparent AR
marketing platform. We developed unique AR advertising techniques in AR and already have
several AR ad types tailored for specific viewing experiences. These serve as a foundation
for immersive content marketing in the new world of AR.
We combined our AR advertising solutions with the use of Blockchain technology to bring
together advertisers and AR publishers through a new, efficient and transparent AR ad
exchange.
The use of Blockchain technology offers an opportunity for advertisers and AR publishers to
have full access to statistics, results and optimization. Since AR ads are more expensive than
traditional mobile ads, value-for-money advertising is imperative in AR environments. It is
therefore significant to ensure that all data flow is reliable, transparent and fraud-free.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?
Publishers & Developers
• Quick and easy infrastructure integration for
monetization
• High-end advertisers, branding and more
• Substantial ad revenues - direct from advertisers
without the middle-man
• Flexibility to choose which types of unique AR ads
to integrate
• Freedom given to users to control ad frequency
• Blocked ads are dramatically reduced
• User-focused ads based on the app content/
service
• Ad results fraud is eliminated
• Advanced analytics and statistics dashboards
• Complete Blockchain information flow
transparency

Advertisers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brand-new ad experiences
Immersive content
Non-disruptive ad displays
Location-based and user-interest targeted
campaigns
Straightforward UX/UI for campaign
creation and optimization
Options for choosing multiple types of ads
in the AR space
Secure and efficient AR ad exchange
Advanced analytics and statistics
dashboards
Fully transparent bids information flow via
Blockchain

Customers
•
•
•
•

A new, immersive user experience blended live in real-life surroundings
More accurate targeted content based on users’ preferences
Complete privacy - no data leaks
Ads are finally non-disruptive - no annoying popups and banners
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DYNAMIC AR ADS
10. DYNAMIC AR ADS

Baxo addresses immersive advertising challenges: Ad display,
tracking, analytics and call-to-action. It offers a variety of
fully native ad units and formats. Our proprietary technology
optimizes ads in real-time ensuring they perfectly fit the user’s
environment.

Static Geometry
Baxo Static-Geometry Ads (bSG)

Screens and Billboards
Baxo Screens and Billboards (bSB)

Non-Deformable Moving Objects
Baxo Non-Deformable Moving Objects Ads (bNMO)

Deformable Moving Objects
Baxo Deformable Moving Objects Ads (bDMO)

Virtual Characters
Baxo Virtual Character Ads (bVC)

Partial Object Replacement
Baxo Partial Object Ads (bPO)
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STATIC GEOMETRY
STATIC GEOMETRY

Baxo Static-Geometry Ads (bSG) are ads that are placed on
static objects, that is, building windows, street signs, etc.
Predefined static geometry is initially detected, then matched
with the type of ad. With this method, the ad accurately replaces
the object with precise perspective, maintaining same-scene
live experiences.
Moreover, the Baxo In-depth Algorithm (bIDA) recognizes any additional moving
and static objects situated in front of the ad (between the viewer and the ad),
and assures those are not covered by the ad, and that the ad is always accurately
represented in the background. bSGs can project standard image ads as well as
video-motion ads.
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SCREENS AND BILL
SCREENS AND BILLBOARDS

Baxo Screens and Billboards Ads (bSB) are AR ads that replace
outdoor video advertising real-estate or indoor monitors/
LCDs. These ads are similar in their structure to bSGs, however
the algorithms used to detect the area to be replaced are more
complex, given the video movement inside the rectangular
shapes.
Our algorithms leverage identifying first the area’s edges, and are then able to
determine the area’s dimensions.
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NON-DEFORMABLE
NON-DEFORMABLE MOVING OBJECTS
Baxo Non-Deformable Moving Objects Ads (bNMO) - Cars in
motion are “moving non-deformable objects” since they do
not change shape. Baxo algorithms detect the moving object’s
geometry as well as separately identify the main outdoor parts,
meaning windows, wheels, doors, etc.
In this way, they can address these parts as bSGs and replace them with
dynamic ads in motion.
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DEFORMABLE MOVIN
DEFORMABLE MOVING OBJECTS

Baxo Deformable Moving Objects Ads (bDMO) - people are
a good example of “moving deformable objects.” Baxo
technology can identify moving, deformable objects and
recognize the type of object while in motion, that is, a person,
a dog, etc.
The algorithms detect their shape and size, as well as the basic geometry of their
attire, and replace any or all of their clothing. For example, we can replace the
shirts of everyone walking in the street with a branded shirt or a superhero outfit.
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VIRTUAL CHARACTE
VIRTUAL CHARACTERS

Baxo Virtual Character Ads (bVC) are interactive ads installed
via digital characters in 3rd-party apps that use these
characters as part of their offering. The virtual character can
be a digital person, a cartoon, a superhero, etc. in the real-life
spectrum of AR.
There are several key approaches for leveraging the character in advertising:
• The character can visually change their shirt to display a branded logo.
• The text-to-speech scripts behind the avatar can include marketable
suggestions such as a recommendation of a certain brand.
• The avatar can also direct the user to a preferred store or location.
• Most importantly, the digital avatar can present and demonstrate the service
or goods of the advertiser. For example, it can hold up a cup of coffee with
the branded logo on it or put on a hat with your favorite team’s logo.
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PARTIAL OBJECT R
PARTIAL OBJECT REPLACEMENT

Baxo Partial Object Ads (bPO) leverages an object’s size and
dimensions and can separate sub-objects in the given object.
It can then replace only the sub-object with the related ad.
Take the Statue of Liberty as an example. Baxo algorithms can replace the torch
with a cola bottle or ice cream cone
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THE BAXO ECOSYST
11. THE BAXO ECOSYSTEM

ADVERTISERS

PUBLISHERS
The Baxo Ecosystem
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THE BAXO NETWOR
12. THE BAXO NETWORK

The Baxo token will be used throughout the ecosystem for
exchanging values between all parties involved.

THE BUYERS
The ‘Buyers’ in the Baxo ecosystem are advertisers who buy AR ad real-estate
for the duration of their campaigns. They define and launch location-based and
user-interests targeted campaigns through the Baxo platform.
The campaigns specify the requested duration and allocated budget. The Smart Contract locks
the allocated budget for the duration of the campaign, at the end of which the remaining budget
is released back to the advertiser. The campaigns bid in Baxo’s decentralized exchange. Bids
are made real-time using Baxo.
Based on current availability and market value, the “highest bidder” campaigns are carried out
by the publishers (subject to the publisher’s consent). The advertisers can buy Baxo directly
from the Baxo exchange or use other exchanges as well. Additionally, the Baxo administration
team will facilitate the exchange between local currency budgets and Baxo (essentially serving
as a mediator for parties that are not cryptocurrency savvy and buying Baxo on their behalf).

THE SELLERS
The ‘Sellers’ in the Baxo ecosystem are AR app developers who want to
monetize by auctioning their AR real-estate for advertising. They get to choose
which industry sectors are relevant to them, and specify which languages they
want to display in their apps.
The publishers can withdraw Baxo directly from the Smart Contract once the amount of ad views
is confirmed. Throughout the entire campaign duration, the campaign budget management and
the verification of both sides (making sure each side received exactly what they are entitles
to) is carried out within the Smart Contract.
The publishers can then sell their Baxo via the Baxo exchange or other exchanges, in the same
fashion the advertisers purchase Baxo. Publishers can also use the Baxo administration team.
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BLOCKCHAIN TECHN
13. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
OVERVIEW
For the first time, the technology will allow the monetization of AR solutions
across all platforms. This innovation enables both parties to gain much more
than the conventional method of doing business in the ad sector.
Creating a location-based, decentralized bidding platform enables advertisers to select their
target campaign location, determine the duration and cost per ad, and watch how it all unfolds
in the Blockchain states ecosystem.
AR solutions will be able to selectively accept the campaigns. Campaign budgets will be held by
the Blockchain for the duration of the campaign, allowing the publishers to claim their rewards
in direct proportion of the actual views delivered in AR.
Our goal is to focus on AR by allowing new and creative ways to display ads like never seen before.
Using Blockchain technology, realistic implementation of features that support communication,
transactions and commitments for all parties involved, are now feasible.

The technology is implemented based on the Ethereum protocol. Ethereum
is a public, open-source, Blockchain-based distributed computing platform
featuring Smart Contract functionality.
The implementation of Smart Contracts in the Ethereum Blockchain enables the decentralization
of the ad exchange and bidding platform. It facilitates the implemention of transparent solution
for both the advertisers and the publishers, while maintaining the authenticated communication
between all parties.
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BLOCKCHAIN VS. OFF-CHAIN TRANSACTIONS
Some of the features and characteristics related to Blockchain solutions involve
immutability, execution costs, connectivity requirements, long interaction times and special
security designs.

In order to create an efficient, cost-effective, secure and agile
implementation, we limit Blockchain usage to critical parts of the
ecosystem: solutions that require transparency, anonymity, trust and
fund transfer.
For example, campaign budgets will be held and distributed via Blockchain to guarantee
that all parties involved always maintain consensus about the state of the campaigns funds
distribution and user-views validity.
All other aspects of the ecosystem will be implemented off-chain. Such as the Baxo AR SDK,
the Baxo Ad Exchange, and user portals. Bidding, registrations, statistical data queries and all
other operations will be implemented off-chain.
Interactions with the Blockchain will be managed by the user portals. These serve as a layer of
communication between all parties (advertisers, publishers and trustees) and the Blockchain,
retrieving state data and executing actions using Smart Contracts.

MULTIPLE MESSAGING CONTROL
Baxo supports Multiple Messaging Control (MMC) design, ensuring
that every campaign-related state will be modified only with the
acceptance and approval of the related parties involved.
One example of MMC is the real-time change of displayed content during a live AR campaign.
Advertisers can update their logos within any given live ad campaigns. The modification is
performed within the AR platform, which updates the Blockchain with the respective MMC
update.
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GOVERNANCE APPROVAL
The token will support governance control which is necessary for
complex, real-world solutions.
For example, a back-office approval for a certain functionality may be required to boost security
and the solution’s usability. Additionally, the governance will assure that the Blockchain
decentralization advantage will reduce the dependency at any single point of failure.

STORAGE
In order to be able to store large amounts of data and advertisers content on the Blockchain
in a fast, trusted and transparent way, we are plan on using SWARM, IPFS, Filecoin or
Storjcoin as the storage locations for the content being shared between parties.

BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPMENT PILLARS
The implementation of any given solution needed within the
Blockchain is designed using short and specific tasks, which are
straightforward, low-cost, robust and secure. Everything else is
implemented outside the Blockchain.
Ad views data is aggregated prior to being uploaded to the Blockchain. The aggregation
significantly reduces the cost of updating the Blockchain. The data is gathered offline in
bulks, using the Baxo MMC design (please refer to the ‘Multiple Messaging Control’ section),
which are bulks that are then uploaded to the Blockchain.
Baxo’s development tools support various mechanisms designed to be used by the trustees
and run on the trustees’ nodes. These mechanisms act as a second verification tier prior to
uploading the information to the Blockchain.
The authentication process of ad views data is carried out by the signature packages on the
AR app, the user’s phone ID, and Baxo SDK’s secure connection. The same process applies
for any device running the AR ad campaign (smartphone and AR glasses included).
Finally, the end result is a data structure which contains the aggregated ad data views in
a compressed and authenticated fashion. This data is delivered to the Blockchain by the
trustees for further usage (i.e. reward calculation and statistical information).
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TOKEN LEDGER AND
14. TOKEN LEDGER AND UPGRADES
OVERVIEW
The Baxo token will implement an upgradeable design that will enable
future enhancement of speed, scalability, performance, functionality
and business pivoting. A token upgrade is an imperative feature,
allowing Baxo to create real-time sustainable solutions.
Aspects of the token upgrade vary from simple improvements (i.e. speed and scalability) to
the adoption of a new crypto technologies and security measures as the ecosystem evolves.

This solution provides a way to connect a single ledger to a chain of
linked tokens. Baxo ledger and token design aims to achieve several
goals:
• Allow the development team to upgrade the token in a single atomic action.
• Upgrade action should force all token holders to participate in the upgrade process.
•

Token owners will not be required to take any action, they will be charge no gas fee and
the transition will be seamless.

• Transactions gas cost for the tokens transfers will be relativity low and close to the
standard tokens transfers cost. Tokens transfers will cost 64.3K Wei as compared to
82.3K MiniMe design. Upgrade cost for the tokenholder is 0.
• Anyone can create an upgrade for the token, but only the development team is allowed to
connect the upgraded token to the BackendLedger for allowing transfers.
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UPGRADEABLE TOKEN DESIGN
BackendLedger
• The only contract that holds the balances of token holders at any given time
• Must be linked to the first token in order to allow minting

LinkedLedgerToken
• Token that is connected to a single backend ledger
• Allow upgrading by passing all current token rights to the newly upgraded token
• Only the approved most up to date version of the token will allow transfers between
holders
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EXCHANGE INTERFA
15. EXCHANGE INTERFACES & SDK
TECHNOLOGY
AD EXCHANGE – USER INTERFACES
Advertiser Portal DApp (APD)
The APD is a decentralized application (DApp) which provides
advertisers with a unique user interface for designing, launching,
monitoring and updating campaigns. The APD communicates with the
Blockchain directly.
This communication is carried out real-time, enabling the advertiser to update campaign
properties, as well as end live campaigns and withdraw remaining funds. When designing
a campaign, the advertiser selects the type(s) of AR ads they want to display and the
location(s). They then set the time to launch, ad language, date & duration, budget & bid,
targets, and uploads ad content (such as videos, images, logos, etc.) Advertisers have the
option to select which languages they would like to use in their ads and to which audience.
For example, a campaign in Chinese can be set to be displayed in Chinese to all users in
China, and to Chinese users in Paris. Alternatively, a campaign in Russian can be set to be
displayed in English for everyone outside of Russia.

The advertiser can also optimize running campaigns and duplicate
successful ones.
The advertiser campaigns are comprised of a unique ID that is linked to the storage
platform, containing the AR ad content and properties (please refer to the ‘Storage’ section
below).
Campaigns reach completion once the campaign budget has been exhausted or have
reached the end of the campaign duration. Should a campaign reach the end of the duration
prior to exhausting its budget, the remaining budget will automatically shift to the following
campaign in the queue. Terminated campaigns will return the remaining budget to the
advertiser.
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Publisher Portal DApp (PPD)
The PPD allows publishers to select which ad types and categories they
want to display in their apps.
For example, choose to display ads of major hotels in apps replated to tourism. These
flexibility enables publishers to present relevant content to their audience. The publishers
will be able to monitor their campaigns using the PPD (i.e. how many views occurred today,
what is my current monetization status, etc.) The Baxo API installed onto the publisher’s
code via the SDK reports the actual ad views to “Trustees” (please see the Trustee section
below).
Additionally, the PPD is also a ‘publisher’ on its own; it enables communication between
the Baxo SDK and the Blockchain. It also facilitates reward redemption for the publishers.
Rewards are calculated based on the following parameters: Bid, location, display duration,
clicks, price-per-view, etc.

Trustee Portal DApp (TPD)
The TPD enables the registration, verification and acceptance of
trustee nodes. These trustees aggregate the views-data collected from
the Baxo API in the publishers’ code, audit the data and monitor users’
validity, and then upload that data in bulks to the Blockchain.
The trustee is any 3rd party that serves as the communication channel between the Baxo
SDK and the Blockchain.The trustees are responsible for communicating the ad views data
from the Baxo SDK to the Smart Contract.
This data includes location, duration, number of views, timestamp, and the ‘cryptographic
signature’ from the AR platform (please refer to the ‘Publisher Integration’ section below for
“Cryptographic Signatures”).
The Smart Contract then calculates the trustee’s commission (in exchange for its work,
i.e. 0.5%), as well as Baxo’s commission for using the Baxo exchange. It then disperses the
corresponding percentages out of the funds it holds (campaign budget) to the mentioned
parties, and distributes the remainder to the publisher.
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SDK & INTEGRATION
The integration between the publishers and Baxo is implemented by
integrating the Baxo SDK within their AR platforms.
Integrating the SDK requires implementing several lines of code, provided by Baxo, into
the publishers’ AR platform code (for example, copying the code and placing it inside the
publisher’s AR app in the relevant location). The process is straightforward, and enables the
publishers’ platforms to display ads in AR when their apps are used.

The SDK implements cryptographic signature authentication that
correlates ad views with the respective budget secured by the Smart
Contract.
These signatures create a transparent and trustable communication between the SDK and
the Blockchain, which provides proof that only real views (and not fake views) are counted
and communicated with the Smart Contract.
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COMPETITIVE OVER
16. COMPETITIVE OVERVIEW

The Baxo solution is essentially the first Location-based AR Ad
Exchange – Blockchain solution. Nevertheless, let us take a look at the
solutions that currently exist (or are currently in the works) and their
market competitive impact.
All in all, there are three main verticals:
• Typical mobile Ad Exchanges
• Blockchain based Ad Exchanges
• AR Ad Exchanges
Typical mobile ad exchanges, such as Smaato, Mopub, and DoubleClick, etc. connect advertisers
and publishers for monetizing developer apps on mobile. The key function of an ad network is
to aggregate ad space supply from publishers and match it with advertiser demand. Common
mobile ads consist of standard banner ads, interstitials (visuals that cover the entire mobile
screen), expandable ads, video ads and native ads.
Arguably, two of the most noteworthy differences between these common ad formats and
advertising in Augmented Reality are that the ad real-estate space in AR is virtually limitless
and that the ads are vivid and much more engaging. Another significant aspect of AR ads is
that numerous ads can be displayed at once, while together being dramatically less intrusive
than traditional ads.

Blockchain-based Ad Exchanges, namely AdEx, Papyrus and Basic
Attention Token (BAT), resemble those same ad exchanges, with main
difference of placing their solutions on the Blockchain, offering digital
currency as means for exchanging ads and publishable real-estate.
In light of AR marketing being a relatively new concept, there are only a few
solutions with that offering, one being Omnivirt and the other, Vertebrae.
Given the fact that AR is booming and that simultaneously, numerous AR apps are being
released, AR marketing will have an outstanding impact in the mobile advertising world, and
Baxo is situated right in the center of it all.
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MARKET VALIDATIO
17. MARKET VALIDATION

Among major industry leaders are Apple, Google, Microsoft, Intel,
Facebook, Google and Samsung, with the first two dominating the
mobile market while the rest have missed the boat. The race is on for
the next solution and all the big players invest billions in AR.
Apple Is Ramping Up Work on AR Headset to Succeed iPhone.
“Apple is seeking a breakthrough product to succeed the iPhone, aims to have technology
ready for an augmented-reality headset in 2019”
Bloomberg

In 2016 the AR market share has reached nearly $5 billion, and industry experts predict that
by 2021 it will surpass $132 billion. Following the successful launch of the iPhone X, the first
full-AR ready smartphone, all major brands will soon to follow, and AR hardware will drive the
market flow with AR app data, voice and video.

Augmented / Virtual Reality Revenue Forecast Revised To Hit
$120 Billion By 2020
“At the start of last year, it looked like consumer AR could launch in 2016. AR now appears
largely focused on enterprise users this year, with most consumer AR expected to launch
around 2017. This effectively pushes AR consumer market revenue back by 12 months, with
AR now forecast to hit $90 billion by 2020.”
SeekingAlpha

Digi-Capital
Augumented / Virtual
Reality

Reality

Revenue Forecast
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Global Mobile AR Market to Showcase a CAGR of 77% Through 2021
“The marketing and advertising sector is one of the earliest adopters of the augmented
reality technology to allow better consumer interaction with its brands. Companies such
as Pepsi and Ray-Ban are using AR campaigns and AR apps to raise product awareness
and attract more customers.”
“Companies are developing computer-generated graphics that are superimposed with
real-life scenes to add a new dimension to marketing. The market is expected to witness
multiple vendors competing to bring in new concepts and innovations in this sector, which
will drive market growth.”
BusinessWire

Augmented Reality will rule the technology landscape and consumer
hearts in 2018
Industries like retail, healthcare, travel etc. have already created a lot of exciting use cases
with AR. With technology giants Apple, Google, Facebook etc. offering tools to make the
development of AR-based apps easier, 2018 will see an upsurge in the number of AR apps
being released.
CustomerThink
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KEY TOPICS
18. KEY TOPICS
MONETIZATION
Most apps today advertise using traditional ad networks, however,
there are a few AR ad networks today since the concept of AR
advertising is relatively new, and these solutions are limited.
AR ads are more sophisticated than traditional mobile banners or text; they are immersive,
innovative and far less disruptive for the user experience. They transform various shapes in
the background of the real-world to appealing ads.
The Baxo solution controls which ads the users see, when they see them and how, providing
an innovative monetization solution for AR app publishers. It controls the users’ profiles and
uses a deep-learning mechanism that facilitates precise targeting based on user interests and
preferences, ensuring that users only see AR ads that are relevant for them.

TRANSPARENCY
Traditional bidding platforms and other ad networks lack verification mechanisms, nor are they
audited. In a sense, ad fraud is notorious in the current advertising climate and undoubtedly a
major problem for advertisers. For example, easy-to-use bots and other manipulative technology
are within easy reach and affect actual ad impressions. Additionally, publishers report different
results, shaped for their benefit.

“The amount of global advertising revenue wasted on
fraudulent traffic, or clicks automatically generated by
bots, could reach $16.4 billion in 2017, according to a new
study commissioned by WPP.”
Business Insider
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Using Blockchain technology helps keep transactions and end-to-end
communications transparent, denoting that advertisers can monitor
actual information since it is decentralized, thereby, verifying what
they pay for.

Ultimately, Baxo’s best approach to transparency issues is that it is
intentionally designed in such way that there is are no incentives for endusers to participate in any fake ads or clicks.
Additionally, having a location-based AR ad solution, helps significantly reduce issues related
to bots, as they would need to be in many different locations at the same time and operate in
the same fashion and pace of a real person (our algorithms calculate distances and depth to
determine behavior). The Baxo Anti-Fraud mechanism reports and eliminates ad abuse and
returns corresponding budgets to advertisers.
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PRIVACY
Ad networks gather large amounts of user data. Users have little to no
knowledge or control of what personal data is being used and how.
Blockchain technology enables us to show what data is used via dashboards for statistical
purposes only. Therefore, enabling advertisers and publishers to make the best out of statistical
data while maintaining user privacy and anonymity.

PLATFORMS
Baxo currently supports the following platforms and devices:
Frameworks: Unity and Unreal
Immersive Platforms: Oculus, Galaxy VR, Vive, Daydream, Card Board, Sony VR
Device platforms: iOS 11 and Android 4+

Android

iOS

Unreal

Unity

AD FORMATS
Baxo offers immersive native blended logos/images, audio, video, HTML5, 3D objects, as well
as overlay HTML5 and video formats. Baxo offers character-assistant, personal guides, and
GPS support.
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BAXOA – BAXO ADM
19. BAXOA – BAXO ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT

BaxoA will be responsible for two main aspects: monitoring content
and facilitate currencies exchanges.
Initially the BaxoA team will handle all content administration manually, making sure that
inappropriate content is not used. Future algorithms will be added to the ADP to automatically
administer content. In Phase 2 we also plan on adding Trustee nodes on the Blockchain to help
approve content.
The BaxoA team will also handle currency exchange, to help onboard strategic clients. We
will use backend API to exchanges to automate this. For example, changing FIAT> Baxo
and Baxo > FIAT
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BAXOA – BAXO ADM
20. BAXO 2.0 – USER/BAXO
INTERACTION DEPARTMENT

Once the exchange and the interactions between advertisers and
publishers are well established, we will proceed moving Baxo to the next
phase. This phase will entail the implementation of direct interactions
between the local service advertisers and the user.
For example, users in London are exposed to coffee ads incentivizing them to walk in to the
store and enjoy perks and other benefits. They are rewarded in Baxo, which they can later
user in-store.
To implement this successfully, advanced ecosystem research is required for handling
cryptocurrencies on the business side, the maturity of the market and its speed of acceptance
will be the trigger for Phase 2. Furthermore, transactions costs are currently high, and so Baxo
is set to initially onboard medium-large advertisers. As part of Phase 2. Baxo will implement
micropayments and onboard smaller advertisers as well.
Another aspect geared for Phase to is the addition of Blockchain nodes to supervise and approve
advertised content. This is so that inappropriate content will be dismissed and not transferred
to the publishers. The nodes will integrate with the Baxo API and will be compensated for their
assistance.
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ROADMAP
21. ROADMAP
Sep ‘16

Research
•
•

Develop and build new AR ad types
Maintain research and development and adapt to market need

Ads in AR R&D… (Ongoing)
•
•

Business opportunity research
Functionality and feasibility of the solution

Jun ‘17

Develop AR Apps Prototypes

Jul ‘17

AR Ad Exchange POC

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nov ‘17

Develop several prototype AR applications
Test real-time using AR-ready smartphones
Create real-time AR ads
Test live using the AR Apps prototypes
Improve visibility and control
Enhance algorithms and in-depth calculations Baxo Platform Prototype

Blockchain POC & Initial AR Ads
•
•

Blockchain POC (proof-of-concept): Exchange bidding system between
advertisers and publishers based on campaigns and locations
AR Ad Exchange POC: Location-based contract systems which provides
parties registration and interaction with AR ad

May ‘18

Token Pre-Sale

Dec ‘18

Baxo Platform Prototype

Mar ‘19

Baxo v1 Improvements

Apr ‘19

Baxo v1 Launch & Market Adoption

Jul ‘19

Baxo 2.0 Release

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Product POC: The Baxo AR SDK Platform
Generating market attraction and
strategic business partnerships
Obtain relevant business opportunities with advertisers and agencies
Secure multi-app 2-3-year term ad space lease with top AR apps
Creating Baxo’s decentralized exchange
Complete implementation of the AR ad platform

Incentivize AR Platforms and apps to integrate Baxo Blockchain solution
Launch a complete-operational decentralized location-based exchange
Allow full engagement for actual players within the Blockchain
Launch all parties’ portals and DApps
Expanding the publisher interaction with the ads provided to the users
Includes the user interaction directly with advertisers
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CROWDSALE
22. CROWDSALE
Dated Jul 24th 2018, the following values are our most updated calculations

Amount of total tokens

Hard cap

1 billion

$ 50 million

Crowdsale tokens

Soft cap

600 million

$ 5 million

Linked currency

Token type

Ethereum

Utility token

Exchange rate

Token contract address

USD Based

TBD

Launch date and time

Payments available

will be posted prior to the general
public sale

Jul/Aug

1st day

Token distribution date

Presenting AR ads

will be updated

14 days

from the end of the token sale

of the ICO

7-14 days

from the end of the token sale
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BUDGET DISTRIBUT
23. BUDGET DISTRIBUTION

45%

20%

• The development budget goes towards
developing the core technology of the Baxo
Exchange Platform and design, SDK, Advertiser
and Publisher portals, including UX/UI,
Custom Reporting Systems and Advanced
Analytics, Management Dashboards, and
the AR adaptation modules.

The Marketing team comprises several
strategic sub-departments, in charge of
Online Marketing, Mobile Marketing, and
PR and Conferences. Marketing’s budget
includes all marketing collaterals and
materials, as well as budget that will go
towards the sub-departments’ advertising.
The travel budget for the conferences is
included in the Marketing budget.

Development & Design

• The budget covers the full-blown system,
getting it ready for commercialization,
as well as Research and Development for
Phase 2.

Marketing
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15%

10%

• The Business Development and Sales
budget goes towards the teams in charge
of bringing onboard the advertisers/
publishers, and establishing strategic
partnerships respectively.

The Administration budget includes
all admin aspects as well as Legal and
Accounting services, as follows:

Sales & Business Development

• Additionally, strategic Business
Development advisors budget and travel
budget for onsite meetings are included
in the Sales and BD budget.

Administration

• Legal and Accounting: Top firms have
been contracted. Additional personnel
may be onboarded in-house as needed.
• Admin: Includes HR services, setting up
offices in strategic locations, special
strategy advisors and admin travel.

5%

5%

• Cyber security services: Tight security
measures will be accounted for all across
the platform, its portals, services, frontend and back-end systems, servers and
databases, and Blockchain protocols.

Allocated for potential unaccounted-for
expenses.

IT & Security

Contingency

• IT: IT budget will go towards setting up
the office infrastructure, digital services,
and software licensing. Additionally,
budget is earmarked for setting up
storage and storage support, technical
support and recovery support.
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TOKEN ALLOCATION
24. TOKEN ALLOCATION
There will be a total of

1,000,000,000 Baxo

tokens that will be minted.
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